We theoretically investigate an ensemble of three-level room-temperature atoms in a two-mode optical cavity, focusing on the case of counterpropagating light fields. We find that in the limit of large detunings the problem admits relatively simple and intuitive solutions. When a classical field drives one of the transitions, the system becomes equivalent to an ensemble of two-level atoms with suppressed Doppler broadening. In contrast, when the same transition is driven with a single photon, the system collectively behaves like a single two-level atom. This latter result is particularly relevant in the context of quantum nonlinear optics.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is great interest in developing systems for alloptical processing of quantum information [1, 2] . Experiments performed in the strong coupling regime of cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) have become increasingly important in this context [3] . This regime has been reached using a wide variety of systems, including trapped single atoms [2, [4] [5] [6] , solid-state quantum emitters [7, 8] , artificial atoms [9, 10] , and cold atomic clouds [11, 12] . The use of warm atomic ensembles has also been considered [13] [14] [15] [16] , but has faced complications because of effects related to the thermal motion of the atoms.
Compared with single trapped atoms and cold atomic clouds, the theoretical description of warm atomic ensembles interacting with quantized fields is complicated by the presence of Doppler broadening. The resonant frequencies of the atoms, rather than having a single fixed value, are randomly distributed according to the Doppler widths of the relevant transitions. In some circumstances it may be sufficient to first solve the system assuming a fixed atomic frequency, then average the results across the appropriate distribution [17] . However this is often not the case, and in general it is necessary to solve the system self-consistently by taking into account the contributions of all Doppler velocity groups at once [18] .
As a result, it has so far been an open question whether cavity QED with room-temperature atomic vapors can be used for applications in quantum nonlinear optics. Photons in a vapor-filled cavity couple to collective excitations of the entire atomic ensemble. Consequently, Doppler broadening of the various velocity groups leads to fast decoherence and can prevent an otherwise useful system from reaching the strong coupling regime.
Here we show that the problem of Doppler broadening in cavity QED can be overcome by taking advantage of Doppler-free two-photon transitions. We use the well-known mathematical technique of adiabatic elimination to derive a simplified effective Hamiltonian for an ensemble of three-level Doppler-broadened atoms in a doubly-resonant cavity. The resulting Hamiltonian is valid in the limit of large detuning from the atomic intermediate state, and describes an ensemble of two-level atoms in which the atoms undergo only two-photon transitions [19] [20] [21] [22] . We further examine the unitary dynam- ics of this system for various ways of driving the lower atomic transition. Considering counterpropagating light fields we find that if a classical field is used, the system is equivalent to an ensemble of two-level atoms undergoing single-photon transitions with suppressed Doppler broadening. In the case of a single photon driving field, the ensemble collectively behaves like a single two-level atom. This effective atom absorbs at most one photon from the cavity and then saturates, leading to a nonlinear Rabi frequency that increases with the square root of the number of cavity photons. In our approximation, however, the coupling rates for the effective two-level atoms in both of these cases are always much smaller than what would be expected from a single trapped atom optimally placed within the cavity mode.
The process of adiabatic elimination has been described elsewhere [19] , however for the sake of clarity we begin by presenting a complete derivation in Section II. We describe the adiabatic elimination of the intermediate atomic states in the limit of large detunings, and derive an effective Hamiltonian governing the evolution of the system. Section III applies this new Hamiltonian to the cases with a classical field and a single-photon field driving the first atomic transition. Discussion and conclusions are provided in Section IV. We consider an ensemble of N three-level atoms coupled to a two-mode optical cavity with resonant frequencies ω 1 and ω 2 . The energy of level i for atom j is given by ω i,j . From the perspective of the cavity, the energies ω i,j for each atom will in general be different because of Doppler broadening. We assume that the atomic levels lie in a ladder-type configuration as shown in Fig. 1 , though similar results can easily be obtained using the Λ-type diagram in Fig. 2 , as discussed in Appendix B.
The Hamiltonian for this system in the rotating wave approximation iŝ
, andâ 2 are the raising and lowering operators for cavity fields 1 and 2, and theσ ii,j 's are the probabilities for atom j to be found in state i. The operatorsσ 21,j andσ 12,j are the raising and lowering operators respectively for the |1 to |2 transition of atom j, and likewiseσ 32,j andσ 23,j for the |2 to |3 transition. We assume without loss of generality that the atom-field coupling constants for atom j, given by g 12,j and g 23,j , are real and positive. Because of the random positions of the atoms within the cavity mode, these constants are in general different from atom to atom.
We begin by writing the equations of motion in the interaction picture:
We have defined
. This system is difficult to solve exactly, but we can obtain a solution in the limit of large ∆ 1,j and ∆ 2,j by finding approximate expressions forσ 12,j andσ 23,j . First we note that
From Eq. 3 integration by parts produces the following [19] :
We have assumed that all atoms are initially in the ground state, so thatσ 12,j (t 0 ) =σ 23,j (t 0 ) = 0. Fur-ther integration by parts reveals that the integral terms are second order in 1 ∆1,j and 1 ∆2,j . This procedure can be repeated indefinitely to produce an infinite series in 1 ∆1,j and 1 ∆2,j . We assume that ∆ 1,j and ∆ 2,j are large and neglect all but the first-order terms. We also assume that the cavity fields are tuned close to the two-photon resonance, so that ∆ 1,j and ∆ 2,j are each much greater than (∆ 1,j + ∆ 2,j ). In this case it is convenient to define ∆ j ≡ ∆ 1,j ≈ −∆ 2,j . These conditions for the validity of the approximation are discussed in more detail in Appendix A. After the approximation we are left witĥ
We substitute these expressions into the remaining equations of motion. The resulting new equations describe the system evolution in the limit of large ∆ 1,j and ∆ 2,j . Working backwards we can then infer an effective Hamiltonian which produces the same dynamics. We find
We note that the same mathematical procedure followed in this Section has previously been used to derive similar results [19] [20] [21] . Within the limits of the approximation H eff completely determines the unitary evolution of the system. Notice that this Hamiltonian describes a system of two-level atoms which make only two-photon transitions between states |1 and |3 .
III. CLASSICAL DRIVING FIELD VS. SINGLE-PHOTON DRIVING FIELD A. Classical driving field
We now examine the system dynamics as governed by the effective Hamiltonian of Eq's. 7-9. First we consider the case in which the |1 to |2 transition is driven with a classical field. For this case we rewrite the Hamiltonian with the substitutions g 12,jâ1 → Ω 12,j /2 and g 12,jâ †
where we have definedσ z,j ≡σ 33,j −σ 11,j . The first term in Eq. 10 represents the two-photon detuning, and includes the effects of Doppler broadening on the twophoton transition. The third and fourth terms indicate Stark shifts, which in general are different from atom to atom and will contribute to the inhomogeneous broadening.
We assume that cavity modes 1 and 2 consist of counter-propagating beams with similar wavelengths, as can be accomplished for instance in a ring cavity or whispering-gallery-mode resonator. The condition may be applied to standing-wave cavities as well, though the total interaction time must be reduced by a factor 1/2 to account for the fact that the two modes effectively counterpropagate only half of the time [14] . In this case, and for nonrelativistic atomic speeds, the sum of the two detuning parameters can be written
where β j = v j /c depends on the velocity of atom j along the optic axis. We will assume that β j (ω 1 − ω 2 ) is small and can be neglected, as is the case in many experimental systems [13, 14, 24] . The parameters ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 represent the detuning values for atoms with v j = 0, and are the same for all atoms.
For the sake of argument we now neglect the Stark shift terms as well, reducing the problem to that of a collection of N Doppler-free two-level atoms with inhomogeneous cavity coupling. The atomic states |2 are then completely decoupled from the rest of the system, so the term (∆ 1,j − ∆ 2,j )σ 22,j is constant and can be neglected as well. The Hamiltonian iŝ
The complete solution for an inhomogeneously coupled system such as this one can be quite complex, but when the number of excitations is small a partial solution can easily be obtained. We consider for a moment the case in which the cavity fields are tuned on resonance with the two-photon atomic transition, i.e. when ∆ 1 + ∆ 2 = 0.
By analogy with [25] we introduce the basis states
The kets are defined as
with g eff,j = Ω 12,j g 23,j 2∆ j .
Here |1 i indicates the state in which atom i occupies energy level 1, etc. Then |0 A represents the state with all atoms in the ground level, and |1 A represents a collective excitation in which the ensemble has absorbed one photon from each cavity mode. The ket |0 c2 indicates the field state with zero excitations in mode 2, and |1 c2 the state with one excitation. It is convenient to define
where N e represents the effective number of atoms in the cavity given the maximum effective atom-cavity coupling rate g eff,0 . DiagonalizingĤ
eff in the above basis one finds the eigenvalues
In the case of large N (and hence large N e ) energy is exchanged between the atoms and cavity at the Rabi frequency Ω CD = 2g eff,0 √ N e , which can be much greater than both ∆j . Thus our neglect of the Stark shifts in Eq. 10 is well justified and we can accept the interaction Hamiltonian of Eq. 12 as a valid description of the system. Examining Eq. 12 we see that when cavity mode 1 is driven with a classical field, this ensemble of N Doppler-broadened three-level atoms is equivalent to a system of N Doppler-free two-level atoms with inhomogeneous coupling rates g eff,j .
B. Single-photon driving field
We have just seen that when a classical field drives the |1 to |2 transition, the effective Hamiltonian of our system is equivalent to the Hamiltonian of an ensemble of two-level atoms with suppressed Doppler broadening. The situation is different when this transition is driven with a single photon. In the interaction picture the Hamiltonian iŝ
where we have neglected the Stark shift and two-photon Doppler shift terms in Eq's. 8 and 9 for the reasons discussed in Section III A. Within our approximation of large detuning from the intermediate state, the atoms in this ensemble can undergo only two-photon transitions.
Since we assume that only one photon is present in cavity mode 1, this ensemble will absorb at most one photon from mode 2 and no more. In this case the Hamiltonian is block diagonal and a complete solution can be easily obtained. We use the basis states
where now the field states of both cavity modes must be taken into account. Considering again the case of exact two-photon resonance ∆ 1 + ∆ 2 = 0, and diagonalizing the Hamiltonian, we obtain
where N e is defined as in Eq. 15 but with g eff,j = g 12,j g 23,j /∆ j . The Rabi frequency Ω SP = 2g eff,0 √ n 2 N e now possesses the square-root-of-n 2 behavior characteristic of single-atom cavity QED systems. The reason is simple: both the single atom system and the present system have the property that they can absorb one but only one photon from the relevant cavity mode. Within our approximation, a single-photon field driving the |1 to |2 transition causes the entire ensemble to act as if it were a single atom with coupling constant g eff,0
√ N e .
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have used the well-known technique of adiabatic elimination to analyze an ensemble of 3-level roomtemperature atoms in a two-mode cavity. Within our approximation, Doppler broadening can be mitigated through the use of a Doppler-free two-photon transition. This allows a warm atomic vapor in a cavity to behave like either a cold ensemble of 2-level atoms or a single cold 2-level atom, depending on the means used to drive the first atomic transition. A large number of successful experiments in quantum nonlinear optics with cavity QED have used cold atomic clouds or single trapped atoms [4-6, 26, 27] . Our results suggest that it may be possible to perform similar experiments using warm ensembles instead. Many research groups interested in cavity QED may not have the resources to build a complex experimental system with cooling and trapping capabilities integrated into a high-finesse cavity. The ability to perform these experiments with warm vapors could allow these researchers to become productive in a field that would otherwise have been closed to them.
There are, however, disadvantages in using our model. Within the limits of the above approximation, the collective coupling strength is always smaller than that which would be experienced by a single atom optimally coupled to the same cavity, g eff,0
√ N e g 23,max . This is the case because our approximations require ∆ 1,j and ∆ 2,j to be large, as can be seen from Appendix A Eq. A6. We stress, though, that this is a result of an approximation in our theoretical treatment, and need not necessarily represent a fundamental limitation of the physical system.
It has been shown that for a single three-level atom in a cavity, an effective Hamiltonian similar to that of Eq's. 7 -9 can be derived for arbitrary detuning values [23] . A generalization of that work may prove that this holds true in the case of N atoms as well. This could produce a theory allowing warm vapors to replace cold atoms in the regime of small detunings, with g eff,0
√ N e ≈ g 23,max . The solution to this problem, however, is beyond the scope of the present work.
The system described here has the advantage that with large N the coupling constant g eff,0
√ N e would be quite stable as a function of time. Experiments based on trapped atoms can suffer adverse consequences because the coupling constant varies with time, due to the random motion of the atoms inside the trap [2] .
We note in closing that the present treatment has considered only the coherent unitary evolution of the system and has neglected dissipation and dephasing mechanisms. In particular, atomic vapor systems like those described here may suffer from significant transit time effects, which will limit the available interaction time for coherent evolution. Decay of the field in resonator mode 1 may reduce the available interaction time as well. Dissipation and decoherence are present in all cavity QED systems however, and in many cases these additional mechanisms will not substantively worsen the decay and decoherence rates. Because of the considerable increase in experimental complexity associated with the use of cooled and trapped atoms, we expect that our results will find important practical and fundamental scientific applications.
the equations of motion to substitute for the time derivatives of the relevant operators. This produces 
,j . We have again neglected the evaluations of the integrands at τ = t 0 , as their effects on the integrated equations of motion are third order in 1 ∆j . In general I 12,j and I 23,j can be neglected only if each contributing term can be neglected separately. As a result, each term in Eq. A2 needs to be examined to determine when this is appropriate. We will restrict our discussion to the largest terms. If these are small then the remaining terms can be shown to be small as well.
First we consider the two terms
These can be neglected if |∆ 1,j | |∆ 1,j + ∆ 2,j | and |∆ 2,j | |∆ 1,j + ∆ 2,j |, which will be satisfied as long as the cavity is tuned close to two-photon resonance. Terms involvingŜ 12 ,Ŝ 21 ,Ŝ 23 , andŜ 32 also require attention: 
If these conditions are satisfied it can be shown that all terms in Eq. A2 can be neglected. We assume that in this case all third-and higher-order terms are negligible as well. Sufficient conditions for the validity of our approximation can then be written as
e .
(A6)
Appendix B: Lambda-type transition diagram A result nearly identical to that of Eq's. 7-9 can be obtained when the atomic levels follow a Λ-type diagram as in Fig. 2 . In this case the effective Hamiltonian is: 
with ∆ j ≡ ∆ 1,j ≈ ∆ 2,j . Factors ofσ 22,j have been neglected here since the populations of state |2 will be small compared to those of states |1 and |3 . 
